THE TEAM TO TRUST

The NABEO-1 CubeSat dragsail launched onboard Rocket Lab’s “It’s Business Time”: Design, Testing, Launch and De-Orbit Mission
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Background
As on earth, environmental pollution in space is a manmade problem: meanwhile,
thousands of satellites form huge junkyards orbiting this planet for decades to
come – and as satellites get smaller and smaller, hundreds of new nano size
satellites are being launched each year just to be abandoned at the end of their
mission to tumble through space, many of them for more than a decade after just
a few months lifetime. Therefore, to ensure safety for future space flight, end-oflife de-orbiting of satellites and upper stages is required by international space
debris mitigation standards. For initiation of the de-orbit maneuver a large surface
is deployed which multiplies the effective drag surface of the satellite. Thereby
the drag force is increased as well causing accelerated decay in orbit altitude. An
advantageous quality of such a drag augmentation device is that it does not
require any active steering and can be designed for passive attitude stabilization
thereby making it applicable for non-operational, tumbling spacecraft as well.

Mission (Launch and De-Orbit)
The NABEO-1 was launched onboard the Rocket Lab rocket “It’s Business Time” on
the 11th of November 2018 from Rocket Lab’s Launch Complex No.1 on the Mahia
Peninsula in New Zealand. NABEO-1 was rigidly mounted on the kickstage.

NABEO Design
Over the last year, a scaled down version of the small size satellite de-orbiting
dragsail ADEO (25m2 dragsail area), called NABEO-1 was designed, tested and
readied for delivery to the launch in just 10 weeks. The NABEO-1 dragsail has an
area of 2.5m2; it fits into a 0.8U CubeSat and facilitates a completely passive
deployment method.

The dragsail was deployed 90 minutes marking the start of the de-orbit mission.
As there was an issue detecting the successful deployment of the dragsail on the
kick-stage, methods to image the satellite from the ground using optical
telescopes were used to understand what effects the sail could have on the
orbiting kick-stage and verify the sail deployment. Analysis of the photometric
magnitude and time-varying light curves are compared against the previously
launched kickstages that did not have a dragsail indicating successful deployment
of the NABEO-1 dragsail on IBT:

NABEO-1

Next steps
At HPS GmbH, the development of passive de-orbiting devices continues with the
creation of the ADEO dragsail family incorporating the ADEO-L class dragsails for
all kinds of small sat missions (50kg-1000kg satellite mass) and the ADEO-N class
dragsails for the nanosatellites and cubesats.
The first step now is the more detailed observation of the deployment behavior of
the sail subsystem in zero gravity, for this a parabolic flight campaign will be
carried out with Novespace (France) on the 27th of August 2019:

Left: RocketLab “It’s Business Time” Launch (credit RocketLab); Right: NABEO on kickstage
in space (credit RocketLab)

Left: Novespace Parabolic Plane (source Novespace); Right: Schematic of deployed sail in
zero-g plane fuselage

Furthermore, three more NABEOs are flight-ready and the team is currently
searching for flight opportunities for further in orbit demonstrations.

Above: Stored and deployed NABEO FM; Below: NABEO specification

Property

Value

Dragsail size

2.5 m2 (1.6 m x 1.6 m)

Storage Size

< 1 U (10 cm x 10 cm x 8 cm)

Mass
Material

Left: Decay comparison between kickstages of “Still Testing” (ST), STP-27RD and “It’s Business
Time” (IBT) via change in semi-major axis (SMA) showing slightly faster de-orbit of IBT;
Right: Observation of NABEO on kickstage with from on-ground optical telescope.

850 g
Polyimide qualified for up to 25 years de-orbit
time (temperature, micrometeoroid/space
debris impacts, atomic oxygen and UV
radiation)
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Left: Reason for tumbling due to off-centre mounting; Right: Observed light curves
indicating tumbling of kickstage

